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ABSTRACT
This paper proposes a robust video fingerprinting method based on
2-Dimensional Oriented Principal Component Analysis (2D-OPCA)
of affine covariant regions. The goal of video fingerprinting is to
identify a video clip using perceptual features called fingerprints.
In the proposed method, to achieve the robustness against geomet-
ric transformations, fingerprints are extracted from local regions co-
variant with a class of affine transformations. The detected affine
covariant regions are normalized geometrically and photometrically,
and local fingerprints are extracted by applying a novel discrimi-
nant analysis algorithm, 2D-OPCA to the normalized regions. For
the reliable matching of local fingerprints, only spatio-temporally
consistent matches are taken into account. The experimental results
show that the proposed method is robust against both geometric and
non-geometric transformations.

Index Terms— Video fingerprinting, 2D-OPCA, MSER, Affine
covariant region, Local fingerprint.

1. INTRODUCTION

The goal of video fingerprinting is to identify an unknown video
clip using itsfingerprintswhich are perceptual features that uniquely
characterize one video clip from another [1]. The fingerprints should
be robust against various content-preserving distortions (robustness)
while being discriminative so that perceptually different video clips
can be distinguished (pairwise independence). Promising applica-
tions of video fingerprinting are filtering for file-sharing services
on the Internet, broadcast monitoring, automated indexing of large-
scale video archives, content authentication, etc [1].

The conventional video fingerprinting methods, e.g. [1] and [2],
are robust against various common video processing steps including
lossy compression, frame rate change, adjustment of contrast and
gamma, etc. However, they are vulnerable to geometric transforma-
tions such as horizontal or vertical shift (translation), rotation, crop-
ping, etc., since video fingerprints used in the conventional methods
are based on the global structure of video frames. One promising
approach to achieve the robustness against the geometric transfor-
mations is to uselocal fingerprintswhich can characterize the local
structures of video frames. Such approach has been used in the im-
age retrieval literatures [3], and is recently applied to video finger-
printing [4].

In this paper, a robust video fingerprinting method based on the
2-Dimensional Oriented Principal Component Analysis(2D-OPCA)
of affine covariant regions is proposed. An affine covariant region
[5] is a connected region covariant with a class of affine transforma-
tions. The detected affine covariant regions are normalized geomet-
rically and photometrically, and local fingerprints are extracted from

the normalized region using a novel discriminant analysis algorithm,
2D-OPCA. Contrary to the conventional OPCA [6], the proposed
2D-OPCA can be directly applied to 2D local regions without trans-
forming them into 1D vectors, thus can implicitly avoid undersample
or singularity problem [7]. For reliable matching of the local finger-
prints, the parameters of geometric transformation which relates a
query video to video clips in the DB are estimated, and only spatio-
temporally consistent matches are taken into account.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 de-
scribes the proposed 2D-OPCA algorithm. Section 3 and 4 present
the methods for the extraction and the reliable matching of the local
fingerprints, respectively. Section 5 evaluates the performance of the
proposed method. Finally, Section 6 concludes the paper.

2. 2D-OPCA ALGORITHM

The OPCA [6] is a generalization of the standard PCA algorithm.
In this paper, the 2D-OPCA, which can be conducted directly on 2D
matrices, is proposed. Consider twoh×w random matricesX andZ
whose elements have zero mean. LetL andR be the spaces spanned
by{ui}h′

i=1 and{vi}w′
i=1 whereui ∈ Rh andvi ∈ Rw, respectively.

Then, the projection ofX onto the(h′ × w′)-dimensional space
L⊗R, which is the tensor product of two spacesL andR, is given
as

Y = LT XR ∈ Rh′×w′ (1)

whereL = [u1, · · · ,uh′ ] ∈ Rh×h′ and R = [v1, · · · ,vw′ ] ∈
Rw×w′ . The goal of the 2D-OPCA is to find the projection matrices
L andR which maximizes the projection energy ofX while simul-
taneously minimizing the projection energy ofZ.

Unlike the classical OPCA, there is no closed-form solutions for
L andR. Instead, we tackled the problem of the 2D-OPCA by using
the following 2-layer approach. In the first layer, only the projection
by L is considered as follows

Y1 = LT X ∈ Rh′×w. (2)

When the Frobenius norm is used, the optimal projection matrixL
should maximizeJ1(·) given by

J1(L) =
E[||LT X||2F ]

E[||LT Z||2F ]
=

trace{LT CXL}
trace{LT CZL} (3)

whereCX = E[XXT ] andCZ = E[ZZT ]. The solution to (3) can
be obtained by solving the following generalized eigenvalue problem

CXu = λCZu. (4)
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Fig. 1. Overview of extraction of local fingerprints.

The column vectors ofL are obtained as the eigenvectors ofC−1
X CZ

or C−1
Z CX corresponding to theh′ largest eigenvalues.
In the second layer, the projection ofY1 by R is considered:

Y T
2 = RT Y T

1 ∈ Rh′×w′ (5)

The optimal projection matrixR must maximizeJ2(·) given by

J2(R) =
trace{RT CL

XR}
trace{RT CL

ZR} (6)

whereCL
X = E[XT LLT X] andCL

Z = E[ZT LLT Z]. The col-
umn vectors ofR are obtained as the eigenvectors of(CL

X)−1CL
Z or

(CL
Z )−1CL

X corresponding to thew′ largest eigenvalues.

3. EXTRACTION OF LOCAL FINGERPRINTS

Fig. 1 shows the overview of the extraction of local fingerprints.
First, an input video is resampled at a fixed frame rate, and key-
frames are detected. In the proposed method, a frame is declared as
a key-frame when its global intensity of motion corresponds to local
extrema as in [8]. Next, affine covariant regions are detected in each
key-frame using the maximally stable extremal region (MSER) de-
tector [9]. Then, each detected MSER is normalized geometrically
and photometrically to obtain the normalized local regionX. Fi-
nally, the dimension ofX is reduced using the projection obtained
by the 2D-OPCA as in (1), and the resulting principal oriented com-
ponentY is obtained as a local fingerprint of the region.

3.1. Detection and Normalization of Affine Covariant Regions

In the proposed method, affine covariant regions in each key-frame
are detected using the MSER detector [9]. The MSERs are con-
nected components of an image where local binarization is stable
over a large range of thresholds. The MSER has a number of de-
sirable properties, e.g. invariance to common photometric changes,
covariance to adjacency preserving transformation, etc. The perfor-
mance evaluation by Mikolajczyket al. [5] showed that the MSER
detector performs better for various test sequences while requiring
much less computational complexity than the other detectors. To
recover the geometric transformations applied to the regions, the de-
tected regions are geometrically normalized prior to the fingerprint
extraction. In the proposed method, the regions are normalized us-
ing the square root of their second moment matrix of the intensity

gradient [10] and the dominant orientation [11]. The geometrically
normalized regions are also photometrically normalized by equaliz-
ing their histogram.

3.2. Extraction of Local Fingerprints Using 2D-OPCA

In the proposed method, the projection matricesL ∈ Rh×h′ and
R ∈ Rw×w′ are obtained as follows. Let{Xi}n

i=1 be a set ofh×w
matricesXi ∈ Rh×w, where eachXi represents a normalized local
region from an original (undistorted) video. Suppose that for each
Xi, a set ofm distorted versions{X̃j

i }m
j=1 is available, and define

the corresponding difference (distortion, noise) matricesZj
i = X̃j

i −
Xi. In the proposed method, the original and the followingm = 9
sets of local regions are used as training data to obtain the projection
matrices: A) additive white Gaussian noise with standard deviation
25, B) brightness↑ 30%, C) brightness↓ 30%, D) Gaussian blurring
with radius 2 pixels, E) contrast with factor0.5, F) contrast with
factor 1.5, G) lossy compression (DivX at 256 kbps), H) gamma
correction withγ = 0.5, and I) gamma correction withγ = 1.5.
Then, the 2D-OPCA algorithm is applied to{Xi} and{Zj

i }. The
matricesCX andCZ in (3) are obtained by

CX =
1

n

n∑
i=1

(Xi − X̄)(Xi − X̄)T , (7)

CZ =
1

nm

m∑
j=1

n∑
i=1

(Zj
i − Z̄)(Zj

i − Z̄)T (8)

whereX̄ = 1
n

∑n
i=1 Xi andZ̄ = 1

nm

∑m
j=1

∑n
i=1 Zj

i . Given the

projection matrixL obtained in the first layer, the matricesCL
X and

CL
Z in (6) are obtained by

CL
X =

1

n

n∑
i=1

(Xi − X̄)T LLT (Xi − X̄), (9)

CL
Z =

1

nm

m∑
j=1

n∑
i=1

(Zj
i − Z̄)T LLT (Zj

i − Z̄). (10)

The dimension of a normalized regionX can be effectively reduced
using the projection matricesL andR as in (1), andY is used as a
local fingerprint of the region. The obtained projection matricesL
andR maximize the projection energy of the original signalX while
simultaneously minimizing the projection energy of the distortionZ.
Thus the resulting fingerprintY is expected to preserve the structure
of the original signal while being robust against the distortions in
the training data. The extraction of local fingerprint using the 2D-
OPCA is also computationally efficient since what is required for the
extraction is only the simple matrix multiplication.

4. MATCHING OF LOCAL FINGERPRINTS

The distance between two local fingerprintsY1 andY2 are measured
using the Frobenius norm given by

D(Y1, Y2) =
1

h′w′
||Y1 − Y2||2F

=
1

h′w′

h′∑
i=1

w′∑
j=1

{Y1(i, j)− Y2(i, j)}2. (11)

Given local fingerprints extracted from a query video, the can-
didate fingerprints close to the query fingerprints are retrieved by
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Fig. 2. OPCA, 2D-OPCA, CGO, and GOH mean Euclidean distances, and upper and lower quartiles for various distortions. Among the
considered distortions, 9 (A∼I) distortions are included in the training data, while 4 (J∼M) distortions are not.

performing a range search on the DB which contains fingerprints
and associated metadata of a large library of video clips. As a re-
sult of the DB search, a set of pairs of matched regions in the query
video and the video clip in the DB is obtained. Let(xq, yq, tq) and
(xo, yo, to) be the spatio-temporal positions of the matched regions
in the query video and the video clip in the DB, respectively. The
goal of the fingerprint matching is to reliably estimate the time offset
td = to− tq, since each frame of a video clip in the DB has a unique
time code. When only the temporal consistency is considered, the
problem of obtaining the time offset is equivalent to estimating the
modelto = tq + td, given a set of 2D coordinates{(tq, to)} which
is a result of the DB search. To further improve the performance
of the fingerprint matching, the spatial consistency should be also
taken into account. In the proposed method, it is assumed that the
spatial coordinates of two matched regions are related by an affine
transformation including scaling, rotation, and translation as follows




xo

yo

to


 =




h11 h12 0
h21 h22 0
0 0 1
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yq

tq


 +




xd

yd

td


 . (12)

The time offsetto and the parameters of the geometric transforma-
tion in (12) can be estimated using the random sample consensus
(RANSAC) [12] algorithm. Based on the estimated parameters, only
spatio-temporally consistent matches of the regions are taken into
account for the identification of the query video.

5. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

In the experiments, the detected affine covariant regions are normal-
ized to49 × 49 matrices (h = w = 49). The average number of
key-frames detected per one second is 1 (T-1 and ST-1) or 2 (T-2
and ST-2), respectively. As explained in Section 3.2, a set of original
local regions and its 9 distorted versions are used as training data for
the 2D-OPCA. Each set contains 17,816 regions detected from vari-
ous video clips. In the experiments,h′ = w′ = 4 principal oriented
components are used as a fingerprint. The k-d-tree [13] is used as
the DB indexing structure, and two regions are declared as similar
when the squared Euclidean distance between the local fingerprints
from those regions is below a certain threshold, typically0.1.

The performance of the proposed fingerprint is measured and
compared with that of the OPCA-based fingerprint and the finger-
prints based on the centroid of gradient orientations (CGO) [1] and

the gradient orientation histogram (GOH) of the scale invariant fea-
ture transform (SIFT) [11]. For all the considered fingerprints, the
average Euclidean distance between the fingerprints extracted from
original and distorted video clips is calculated. The performance is
evaluated for 13 distortions which include 4 distortions that are not
included in the training data: J) resizing to CIF + lossy compression
(DivX at 256kbps) + histogram equalization, K) resizing to CIF +
color variation (red↑ 20%, green↓ 10%, blue↑ 5%) + frame rate
change from 24 to 20 fps + contrast↑ 30% + lossy compression
(DivX at 256kbps), L) resizing to CIF + lossy compression (DivX at
256kbps) + Gaussian blurring with radius 2 pixels, and M) sharpen-
ing. Each of original and distorted sets includes 26,379 local regions
from various video clips, and they are used as the testing data. The
experimental results are shown in Fig. 2. For each fingerprint, all
the Euclidean distances are scaled such that the mean distance be-
tween two different local fingerprints is scaled to unity. The results
show that the distance of the proposed 2D-OPCA-based local finger-
print is lower than that of the others, which means that the proposed
fingerprint outperforms the OPCA-based, the CGO-based, and the
GOH-based fingerprints not only for the training distortions but also
for the distortions which are not considered during the training.

The performance of the proposed video fingerprinting method is
also evaluated in terms of the identification rate using the fingerprint
DB generated from 13 movies belonging to various genres. The res-
olution and the frame rate of the movies are640 × 272 and24 fps,
respectively, and the total length of the movies is approximately 29
hours. From the DB, 591 10-seconds-long excerpts are randomly
chosen and subjected to various geometric and non-geometric dis-
tortions. Fig. 3 shows the identification rate of the proposed video
fingerprinting method for the considered distortions. The symbols
T and ST in the legend denote that the corresponding results are
obtained by considering the temporal consistency (T) and the spatio-
temporal consistency (ST), respectively. The identification is de-
clared as a success when the query video is found in the DB with a
temporal precision of± 1 frame. As shown in the figures, the pro-
posed method achieves the identification rate higher than 95 % for all
the distortions when the spatio-temporal consistency is considered.
The results also show that the proposed method performs reasonably
well even when only the temporal consistency is considered, how-
ever, its performance is always improved by considering both spatial
and temporal consistency. We also note that the proposed method is
robust not only against the isotropic scaling but also against the non-
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Fig. 3. Identification rate for various distortions: (a) Gamma correction with a factor of 0.5∼ 1.5, (b) Contrast adjustment with a factor of
0.5∼ 1.5, (c) AWGN with standard deviation from 1 to 25, (d) Isotropic/non-isotropic scaling, (e) Cropping, and (f) Rotation at angle from
1 to 15 degrees.

isotropic scaling, since the affine covariant region retains its local
structure under affine transformations.

6. CONCLUSION

In this paper, a robust video fingerprinting method based on 2D-
OPCA of affine covariant regions is proposed. In the proposed method,
the 2D-OPCA-based local fingerprints are extracted from the affine
covariant regions detected by the MSER detector. The extracted lo-
cal fingerprints are reliably matched to the fingerprints in the DB
by considering the spatio-temporal consistency. The experimental
results show that the proposed method is robust against various geo-
metric and non-geometric transformations.
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